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My name is Stuart Dance and I am from Raleigh, NC. I am a graduate of the North Carolina 
School of the Arts and have been involved with the arts since an early age. I grew up with a 
darkroom in our house and first began shooting on a Pentax K1000 (which I still use from 

time to time) and simple, homemade pinhole cameras. I find myself primary using a Canon 
5d Markii, a Rolleiflex 2.8D, along with a Graflex Graphic35, a Lomography Super Sampler, 
and a Canon IIs2 ...but I have an extremely large collection of cameras dating back to the 

early 1900's, which I rotate in and out of use.  

Photography has been a saving grace in my life. I've struggled with crippling alcoholism for 
the past 15 years. I have literally been on the streets, homeless, broken and lost many times, 
but somehow always had a camera. Photography has always been there for me. It's the one 
creative light that has always led me back to finding the self that I thought I had destroyed 
and forever forgotten. Photography validated my existence through the years that I thought 
I had no one and almost literally had nothing. Today I am sober and shoot almost everyday. 

It's a mindful reminder of the brevity of life and the importance of the moment. I am grateful 
beyond words for what a simple photograph can do for me.  

In regards to art, I may not be a photographer, I don’t really consider myself a photographer, 
or even an artist- I am only someone who has found solace in photography and the tools 
and techniques involved in creating something visual. These exercises have helped me 

maintain a certain emotional sobriety with a mindfulness for living. These exercises are all 
referential ideas from my past which inform my ‘artistic’ endeavors – they are just spun in 

new directions.  

I relate my cameras and my photography to what I’ve survived... being someone who has 
destroyed and rebuilt my life. I’ve been involuntarily committed, hospitalized and run 

through a series of institutions. I’ve been told that I might die. I’ve lost jobs, ruined 
relationships, and demoralized myself to the point that I wanted it all to abruptly end. I’ve 

slept on the streets, passed out in fields, and I’ve stolen food and alcohol to stay alive. I have 
lost myself, mended my life and demolished it all several times over again. I’ve lost the will 

to survive. Somehow photography stayed there, faithful to me. It helped bring me to love 
myself again. It mended my self-control and slowed my mind away from the racing urge to 

drink it all away. That’s what I do. I go until oblivion. That’s forever a part of me, that 
chemical piece of mind, and that irrational, insane method to cope with life. Somewhere 

near here my inspiration resides- A photo is confirmation of the present. It’s a reminder of 
the brevity of life and the moment. It’s not just something I do in order to find inspiration, 

photography plays a crucial role in inspiring me to keep staying alive. 


